HILINE HAPPENINGS
Welcome to HiLine's monthly newsletter, bringing customers up to date on new featured
flooring products from our partners, upcoming flooring and design events (some hosted
by our HiLine team), as well as introducing you to our company's key resources to utilize.
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Featured Products:

FLEX FROM
ZANDUR

FLEXCO DELANE
ESD VINYL

SURFACE EDGE
COMMANDER

Well known for its unparalleled
durability and ease of maintenance,
Flex Solid Rubber is manufactured with
a unique blend of Nitrile Rubber,
natural fillers and environmentally safe
pigments and additives. Available in a
wide range of colors, Flex is perfect for
use in commercial applications where
ease of maintenance, durability and a
long service life are required.

The effects and annual losses attributed to
electrostatic discharge (ESD) are estimated
to run into the billions of dollars just in the
electronics industry alone. To control the
static charge, FLEXCO® combines
conductive or dissipative vinyl tile with a
specially formulated conductive adhesive.
This creates a conductive pathway which
allows static to flow through the tile and
along the adhesive to the ground point.

Surface Edge's waterproof
Commander SPC Click contains six
layers for enhanced durability and
sound reduction--a protective
coating, wear layer, décor layer with
high resolution print film made to
look like any surface, a blend of PVC
and Calcium Carbonate core layer,
locking system, and sound layer.

Learn more by visiting the "New Products" section in our online Stockroom (https://www.hilineinc.com/stockroom)

Happenings

FLORAL FARMER'S
MARKET
Join us for an outdoor rep expo! Designers are welcome
to stop by anytime between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. to check
out new products, grab something to eat from the food
truck and create a one-of-a-kind floral arrangement.
And yes? There will be prizes!
Visit this link to learn more and RSVP.

Resources of HiLine
Product Videos

Online Stockroom

HiLine works to connect you to your perfect
flooring products, even remotely. Even if we
can't meet in person, our team at HiLine has
created videos to help keep you informed
about the high-demand products from our
flooring partners.
hilineinc.com/product-lines-videos

HiLine can connect you with any samples
you need from our flooring partners in a
perfectly travel-sized package. Need
something that's not in our stockroom?
Use our Quickship program, or check out
our New Products section.
hilineinc.com/stockroom

